Abstract
Introduction
The Semantic Web (SW) is both a technical framework and a vision of making semantically aware applications for the Web [21] . The backbone of the SW is the Resource Description Framework (RDF), a collection of specifications establishing an universal data model and an inference system, accompanied with the relevant text formats. The true power of SW is revealed when the framework is perceived in the context of collaborating software agents [18] .
In short, implementing software agents for the SW portrays three different kinds of challenges: Organizing an interaction framework for collaborating agents, modeling and describing their behavior, and mapping these descriptions into concrete end-user concepts [3, 1, 19, 6] . These design requirements can be met by means of fuzzy software agents, i.e., agents whose coordinated behavior is defined in terms of fuzzy action rules, inspired by fuzzy reasoning [20, 16, 7, 8] .
This article describes an analysis and an approach of incorporating statistical data, within the fuzzy action rules, thus extending the concept of action rules a step towards the domain of probabilistic or statistical reasoning. The described method is suitable, e.g., in implementing smart calendars or tutoring systems (e.g. recognizing user profiles or preferences) or adaptive hypermedia in general (e.g. adapting according to the actual, observed interaction patterns).
In short, we outline the behavior of software agents and demonstrate a mapping from statistical classifier subcomponent(s) into action rules which control the behavior of the agents. Since the transparency of the classifications is significant, we also review the basic rationale and assumptions behind the application of a special class of machine learning algorithms called concept learning algorithms. The article stems from a research activity, introducing the methods of machine learning (ML) in the context of open learning environments and SW [13, 15] .
Implementing Fuzzy Software Agents
When seeking means for implementing semiautomatic software agents, a nice characterization of the solution may be found in the domain of "artificial secretaries" (or sister-in-laws [12] ), such as calendar, meeting, or tutoring agents.
Description of Agents and Their Behavior
To illustrate the concept of a software agent, let us demonstrate the idea with a conceptual example of a (familiar kind of) meeting agent. A meeting agent is a reactive program [5] that semi-automatically accepts and rejects propositions of meetings, and updates the user's calendar, perhaps in interaction with the user. Since the behavior of meeting agents is described in terms of fuzzy action rules, meeting agents may be called fuzzy software agents [8] .
The overall functionality of a meeting agent is best understood when drafted alongside a general agent architecture: Meeting agents of different entities (different users or organizations) interact with other meeting agents and users via broker and GUI agents. Accepted meetings and other relevant events, are organized by the calendar agents, also directly accessible to the users.
In principle, a meeting agent may behave in the following ways (automatic versus interactive actions ):
1. Accept meeting automatically, do not notify user. Fuzzy rules are constructed from the available RDF data based on the available primary properties, induced properties and contextual data (related to a particular meeting resource). That is, given a resource r, the meaningful interpretation stems from the set { P (1) In practice, the role of induced properties and contextual data (in contrast to perceiving only the directly asserted facts about the given resource r) might be significant. For instance, evaluating a proposed meeting in a particular city (country) would probably benefit from knowing the current location of the user.
In practice, fuzzy action rules may be implemented, e.g., as CWM rules [17, 14] . However, the realization of fuzzy action rules is not tied to any particular implementation technique.
Static Fuzzy Action Rules
The fuzzy action rules operate on the basis of (fuzzy, modified) linguistic variables. Rules are constructed from the available RDF data, roughly based on the following strategy:
1. Fuzzy properties are computed from the primary, induced, and contextual RDF properties (1).
2. Linguistic variables are defined, based on the fuzzy properties (and other RDF data), essentially establishing a fuzzy term set, suitable for the fuzzy action rules.
3. Fuzzy action rules (such as the rule R1) are built using the fuzzy terms, allowing users to use intuitive concepts in defining the action rules for the agents.
In the basic schema, users have the opportunity of controlling the behavior of agents directly, by modifying the rules, indirectly, by modifying the definitions of the fuzzy properties and linguistic variables, or by modifying the recognition of the rule context. Obviously, the last case is a (mixed) special case of the first two, but significant enough to be recognized as such since it effectively allows changing the use of words upon context, following the common sense intuition of natural language.
In addition, the overall behavior of software agents is further constrained by a set of build-in rules (fuzzy or crisp, preventing the occurrence of anticipated fatal errors), and by default, users would benefit from a basic set of a priori fuzzy rules.
Towards Fuzzy-Statistical Rules
So far we have only considers static fuzzy rules, and in turn, static fuzzy agents. In other words, agents based on fuzzy action rules do not improve their performance upon experience. This is intentional: As long as the fuzzy rules are strictly based on a logical definition, the truthfunctionality is assumed. That is, the rules provide the same conclusions, regardless of the order in which the data and the rules are processed [20, 7] .
However, a designer of software agents, following a bit more general approach, might arguably decide to give up some of these assumptions (or requirements) [9, 4] . As an example, let us consider the use of the linguistic variable "importance" in the rule R1, defining the following (modified) term set T: T = { very-unimportant, rather-unimportant, ratherimportant, very-important }.
(2) In the static approach, the definition of the linguistic variable is intuitively supposed to establish the importance of a proposed meeting. Basically, this requires defining the membership function(s) (typically over a domain of several attribute sets including the context) of the linguistic terms, their modified versions, and mapping of the terms onto the membership function(s) (perhaps simply as thresholds).
For instance, a meeting is very important if the boss says it is, it is organized by a group of important people, or the topic is otherwise significant. On the other hand, a meeting might be very unimportant if it is far way, very short, and only few interesting people participates in it, and so on. In practice, coming up with the appropriate modeling functions and linguistic variables is a very significant modeling problem.
Identifying the task as a modeling problem suggests seeking (statistical) modeling and adaptation methods to support the process of implementing fuzzy agents. Let us again consider the case of the fuzzy meeting agent. Assuming we have archived calendars, we might be able to organize the various meetings in the form of an instance space, e.g., as follows: X = {m 1 , m 2 , ..., m N } where each meeting m k identifies a meeting entity in the calendar, establishing a link to its associated properties (primary, induced, and contextual). Note that at this point, we might not yet know which of the associated properties actually are significant, when trying to classify the meetings.
Based on the experience we have, we do however a posteriori know that some of the meetings {m k } j ∈X are very unimportant (c 1 ), rather unimportant (c 2 ), rather important (c 3 ), and very important (c 4 ). We may thus establish a set of examples, or training data, based on the classified archives: ∆=∪ j=1,2,3,4 {(m,c j (m)):m∈X} where instances for which c j (m k )=1, j=1,2,3,4 are called positive examples, and instances for which c j (m k )=0, negative examples, respectively. Now the classification task is obvious: We need to device algorithm(s) (or set of rules) that adequately output the correct classifications when presented (new, proposed) meetings. In other words, we seek an algorithmic description of the target concepts c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , and c 4 . In addition, we want that these sufficiently generalize over the training data (a strong requirement).
This above formulation of the problem clearly suggests introducing statistical classification methods, such as machine learning tools, into the process of building semi-autonomic (software) agents [10, 9, 5] . A textbook example [10] of adopting this approach is considering the problem of semi-automated linguistic modeling as a problem for concept learning.
Concept Learning
Next we consider the concept learning algorithms in the context of the SW. For the sake of transparency, we outline the abstract structure and the basic assumptions, related to concept learning.
Outline of General Concept Learning
Technically, a concept learning algorithm may be perceived as a search for a (sufficiently) good approximation of the target concept from an appropriate hypothesis space H: H={h:X→{0,1}}.
At first, it might seem sensible only to consider the consistent hypotheses (the classifying algorithms), i.e. the hypotheses for which the following is true ∀(m,α)∈∆:h(m)=c(m).
However, to prevent overfitting (i.e. memorizing the data with little generalization to the unseen instances), some inconsistency must be accepted (or generated, e.g., by post-pruning).
In principle, the learning process can thus be programmed as a search path in the hypothesis space (perceived as a sort of lattice structure), starting from the most general hypothesis, converging to the (somehow) sufficiently specific ones. In practice, a similar search might be in parallel conducted from the below, starting from the most specific hypotheses.
The existence of very good learning algorithms sounds to good to be true: It almost is. The very assumption that this approach in fact does converge to an algorithmic description of an appropriate target concept, is not trivial. Applications of concept learning algorithms typically assume e.g. the following [13, 10] :
-An appropriate target concept exists and the learning data available is sufficient for describing the target concept implicitly (these two are related).
-The learning algorithm and the encoding of the learning data is selected and configured appropriately (when e.g. efficiency of learning is considered).
-The learned target concept sufficiently generalizes to the unseen instances (an ontological assumption).
-The algorithm is socially accepted by the users. In addition, learning is typically founded on a special kind of inductive bias (a learning strategy), favoring, e.g., induced, incremental learning strategy over default learning. Typically, the insight of implementing a concept learning machine mostly relies in encoding the instance and hypothesis spaces (restriction bias), establishing the sets for training data (plus controlled sets of test instances), favoring short hypothesis and not the long ones (search bias), and choosing the appropriate learning algorithm (and tuning its parameters accordingly).
There exists convergence proofs for certain classes of algorithms, but the practice seems to demonstrate that implementing learning algorithms still largely relies on practical experience. However, when working with statistical learning algorithms, the performance is typically guaranteed only in terms of probability [10] . In practice, hybrid systems might perform best.
Choosing The Learning Algorithm
There exists several concept learning algorithms. Considering the case of coming up with linguistic variables for the fuzzy rules for a meeting agent, we might identify the following design requirements for selecting a suitable algorithm:
1 And from a solely methodological point of view, we might also want the concept learning algorithm to be relatively well-understood. These requirements naturally suggest using, e.g., decision tree learning algorithms for concept learning, such as the ID3 and C4.5, which both are widely implemented [10] .
In brief, C4.5 learns decision trees by constructing them topdown, by evaluating each instance attribute, using a statistical test to find out the best divide. The process is repeated until an appropriate precision is achieved (the error saturates).
The choice of a particular learning algorithm affects the implementation of the learning agent (quality), but does not necessary affect the syntax nor the interpretation of the fuzzy action rules (encapsulation).
Agents with Classifier Subcomponents
Integrating (inductive) learning algorithms with fuzzy agents includes two major steps. First, integrating the (potential, statistical) classifications with the fuzzy action rules, and second, establishing a policy for keeping the classifier(s) up to date.
Interface to Fuzzy Action Rules
Let us again consider the rule R1 and the case of automatic definition of the linguistic variable "importance" (2) . In general, two approaches exist for integrating the classifications with the action rules. The first approach is to use the concept learning algorithm directly, i.e. allowing it to (implicitly) decide the value (term) of the linguistic variable in question. In this case, the rule R1 can be applied without modifications, running the concept learning algorithm as a background process, while recalling that certain linguistic variables originate from statistical analysis.
Another, a more transparent approach, is giving users an option of using the available classifications in rules as induced contextual properties. As an example, consider the following part of a modified rule R1':
Rule R1': ...ELSE IF meeting:SYSTEM-evaluated-importance IS very-unimportant THEN action:reject-automatically AND action:do-not-notify-user
In this case, the rule applies a new linguistic variable, perhaps generated by a trained C4.5 algorithm. The classification can be considered as explicit support information for decision-making. In particularly, trusted classification algorithms allow users to design rules in a more abstract level.
Certain configurations of learning algorithms are also able to estimate the credibility of the classification outputted. This additional information might be inputted to the rule framework as well, e.g. as:
...ELSE IF SYSTEM-evaluatedimportance:credibility IS very-high AND meeting.SYSTEM-evaluated-importance IS veryunimportant THEN action:reject-automatically AND action:do-not-notify-user.
Updating the Classifiers
The strategy of re-training the learning algorithm is not directly related to the action rules. However, describing the learning behavior may also be implemented in terms of fuzzy rules, e.g.:
...IF SYSTEM-evaluated-importance:credibilityhistory IS very-poor AND SYSTEM-evaluated-importance:last-update IS rather-or-very-old THEN action:train-SYSTEM-evaluated-importance
In practice, re-training might be a continuous process. Since the best training data originates from the user, this might include reading random classifications from the users calendar, and passively requesting constant feedback (e.g. via ratings).
Prediction Accuracy: Example
As noted above, the practical applicability of ML algorithms depends on the prediction accuracy. In applications, a trained prediction algorithm is always associated with its performance (e.g. in terms of the average accuracy and the average error).
To evaluate the applicability of DT learning algorithms in educational context, we conducted an empirical test related to user classification. We compiled a training data from the course Engineering Mathematics I at the university. The training data (N=357) described the students' archived course attributes (weekly assignments and mid-term exams), associated with the final grade. The results show that even the rudimentary ID3 algorithm (no pruning) is roughly able to capture and predict the grade in the midpoint of the course (prediction accuracy 40% with the average error of one grade). In addition, the crisp recognition accuracy of the failing students and the best students is very good from the beginning (about 70% and 80%, only after completing 1/5 of the course).
Obviously, in this application, similar or better result might have been achieved via direct modeling. The main merit, however, lies in demonstrating a datato-model approach in developing adaptive systems.
Discussion and Conclusions
It is obvious that our abstract treatment does not include an exhaustive analysis of the practical problems of integrating learning algorithms and fuzzy software agents. However, solutions to many of the practical problems readily exist as independent components (e.g. user interface and access to a calendar within an unified RDF interface, rule systems, implementations of decision-tree learning algorithms; see [2, 11, 17, 10] ).
We have implemented a decision tree module [14] for the CWM rule system [17] . It allows making predictions based on the RDF data, and distributing training data and trained decision tree algorithms on the Web. The following (abbreviated) rule illustrates a trivial classification test (dt:loadAndPredict), based on a trained decision tree (eval-stud.sdt): From the mathematical point of view, the discussed approach might be loosely identified as a special case of the methods of Neuro-Fuzzy and Soft Computing.
It is worth noticing that the abstract strategy above in fact includes the special case of using, e.g., simple statistics in reasoning. For example, an introduction of few additional definitions would allow expressing such interesting rules as: "If the score of a student is much less than the average (of all scores) minus the standard deviation, notify teacher about that student." In other words, statistical classifiers are simply a special case of statistical functions in general.
In this article, we have identified and reviewed a practical method for integrating statistical decisionsupport information with fuzzy action rules. A restricted form of programming by examples seems particularly promising in the context of rapid modeling of complex processes (perhaps by non-expert users).
